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Strengthen Your Relationship by Opening the Doors of CommunicationA prenuptial agreement is an

integral part to starting your marriage off right. It can help open the doors of communication to direct

your marriage toward greater understanding and financial success. And when the unexpected

happens, a prenuptial agreement can go hand-in-hand with your other estate planning documents

to protect you and to make sure you and your future spouse-not the government-control your

property. The Complete Prenuptial Agreement Kit is your guide to constructing the agreement and

relationship that you want for the rest of your life. Protect Your AssetsEnsure that you get to make

your own decisions about distribution and division of your property.Find the Law for Your StateEach

state's laws are listed, providing you with the most current information for your state.Start Your

Marriage with OpennessBegin your marriage with a greater understanding of each other's financial

situation and a smaller chance of ending your relationship in a divorce. Provide for Your

ChildrenGuarantee that children from a previous marriage will be taken care of if you are no longer

able to care for them yourself.Strengthen Your RelationshipAs your relationship grows, you can

adapt your agreement to reflect your changing lifestyle. Write a Prenup that's Right for You Find

everything you need to create and complete your own prenuptial agreement, with step-by-step

instructions and samples in the text.Whether you are about to get married, or already are, use The

Complete Prenuptial Agreement Kit to protect yourself, your assets and your loved ones.
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and also volunteers as a support group facilitator for the Alzheimer's Association. In his spare time,

he enjoys traveling, kayaking, snow skiing, hiking, and mountaineering.

The Benefits of Prenuptial AgreementsExcerpted from The Complete Prenuptial Agreement Kit by

Edward A. Haman Â©2006Your state government has created a plan for how your property will be

divided in the event of divorce or death. Ask yourself if you are satisfied with the state's plan or if

you want your own plan. Think about all of the laws your state legislature has passed. Then, ask

yourself if you like any plan the legislature came up with on any subject.Most state laws regarding

the distribution of property after death or in the event of divorce leave plenty of room for a judge's

interpretation. Therefore, you can never be sure what a judge will decide is really your property after

a marriage. The only way to possibly avoid this is with a prenuptial agreement.The need to have a

prenuptial agreement often does not become apparent until there is a divorce or a death, which is

when problems you never thought of tend to emerge. Divorce is more common than most want to

believe. Some statistics suggest the divorce rate is even higher in second marriages than in first

marriages.Do not forget that prenuptial agreements can be useful in the event of death, which is a



subject even fewer people seem comfortable thinking about. It is always strange to hear insurance

salesmen talking about "in the event of death," as if some people escape it altogether.Most people

think that a prenuptial agreement is what rich people use to protect their property in the event of

divorce from their less wealthy spouse. Actually, there are many more reasons to use a prenuptial

agreement.First MarriagesEven if you and your partner are a young couple with no significant

property and typical jobs, and this is the first marriage for both of you, there is some evidence to

indicate that prenuptial agreements actually promote stability in a marriage. This is because

preparing one gives you a chance to carefully think about the significance of marriage, to clearly

understand each other's financial situation, and to consider how you see your financial futures

(individually and together). Discussing a prenuptial agreement, even if one is never finalized, will

make you realize that by getting married, you are entering into a legally binding contract with

financial rights and obligations. This side of marriage is usually totally overshadowed by the

romantic and religious aspects, and by the ceremony and honeymoon planning.Many spouses do

not know any of the details of the other's finances. Since one of the requirements of a prenuptial

agreement is fully disclosing each party's financial situation, preparing one will help the couple get a

clearer understanding of their total financial health. This can be very helpful in making financial

decisions. If more couples had worked together on such things as purchasing decisions and

monthly budgeting, perhaps the bankruptcy and divorce courts would not be as crowded as they are

today.It is also good for a couple to share common dreams and goals. Focusing on a prenuptial

agreement can help the couple discuss their career and economic goals in life. Especially with the

common two-career couple, it is important to share thoughts on where each person intends his or

her career to head. If each person is intent on developing his or her career, it might be a good idea

for the couple to sign a prenuptial agreement giving up rights in each other's income or business

(especially if they have a fairly equivalent earning potential and they are just starting out in their

careers). On the other hand, if they are in business together, a prenuptial agreement could outline

how the business will be divided in the event of divorce. This document would avoid expensive

attorneys' fees later, and prevent a fight over the business in the divorce proceeding.Children of

Prior MarriagesOne of the main circumstances for a prenuptial agreement is when one or both of

the parties have children from a prior marriage or relationship. In such cases, a prenuptial

agreement may be the only way to assure that the children are protected in the event of divorce or

death. Otherwise, all of your property may go to your second spouse, with your children getting

nothing.Example: Rob and Rita are married and have no children together, but Rob has twoadult

children from his former marriage. If Rob dies without leaving a will,under the laws of their state, all



of Rob's property goes to Rita. Rob's childrenwill receive nothing.A prenuptial agreement can help

assure that children from a prior marriage will be provided for as intended by their parent. Your

future spouse should have no objection to you wanting to take care of your children.Business or

Investment PartnersIf you have business partners, especially if they are family members, you

should have a prenuptial agreement to prevent disruption of the business in the event of divorce or

death. Otherwise, you or your partners may end up with your spouse as a business partner, and

that can cause all kinds of problems.This caution also applies if the business is a privately held

corporation. Many problems haveoccurred when a spouse inherits stock or receives stock as part of

a divorce judgment.Example: Mark and his brother Jim each hold 50% of the stock in a small

restaurant business started by their father. Mark married Jane, and several years later Markdied,

leaving Jane his half of the stock. Jane was then the business partner ofher brother-in-law. Jane

then married Fred. When she and Fred divorced twoyears later, she gave Fred the stock in the

restaurant as part of the property settlement. Now Jim has Fred for a partner. Is this what Mark

would have wanted?Is this what Mark and Jim's father intended to happen to his family

business?Suppose Mark and Jane had divorced. A judge might have divided the stockbetween

them. Now Jim would have 50%, and Mark and Jane would each have25% percent. Now Mark has

his ex-wife as a business partner. Mark and Jimtogether could out-vote Jane, but what might

happen if the relationshipbetween Mark and Jim was strained to begin with? Now Jim and Jane

mightjoin forces to out-vote Mark.Your SituationMost states first divide property into two categories:

marital property and nonmarital property. Generally, nonmarital property includes what each of you

had before your marriage. If you are like most people, you would both want to keep what was yours

before you got together, in the event you split up. This sometimes becomes a problem if you cannot

prove what was yours before. In a prenuptial agreement, you can write down what these nonmarital

items are for each of you. That way, there is no arguing later.You may have family heirlooms or

other special items that you would like to stay in your family when you pass away.Example: Diane

has a diamond pendant that belonged to her great-grandmother. In the event of her death, Diane

would want it to go to her sister. However, if shedied without a will, the pendant would go to her

husband. Even if she left thependant to her sister in a will, her husband might have the right to the

pendantif it was so valuable that it is a substantial portion of Diane's estate.Diane's husband might

then marry, have a daughter with his new wife, andgive the pendant to his daughter.This type of

situation is common in countless families, quite possibly including yours. In such cases, a prenuptial

agreement might avoid undesirable results. You should consider a prenuptial agreement if any of

the following situations apply:? you and your fiancÃ© want to review your financial situation and



plans for the future;? one or both of you own a business;? one or both of you are starting out in a

career or in a business with potential for substantial financial growth;? ?one or both of you have

significant property (including cash) that you want to preserve for yourself in the event of divorce;

or,? one or both of you have certain items you want to preserve for someone else (such as a family

member) in the event of divorce or death.In addition to these situations, you need to examine your

financial circumstances (including future plans for your career, business, or investments) and think

about how they might be affected by a divorce or death.

Straight-forward book on Prenups. Does not cost alot of money and a great back up for those later

years in life relief. Highly recommended.

Arrived as expected.

Love that it comes with a prenup you can print out, sign and notarize. Just make sure it's the right

one for your situation. Worth the money.

Incredibly complete. A must for any couple wanting to create a lasting prenuptial agreement.

The actual meat of this book is only about 100 pages. The rest is state by state information, and

only at a very high level at that.I found the Nolo press book to be much more comprehensive and

useful. If you have that one, you don't need this one.

I found this book to be everything I had expected in assistance is writing my own pre-nup. The CD

with all the files on it was a nice addition and saved me a lot of time too.
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